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Draft, n/i

A confrontation between experts on efficiencv nnH the

Federal PcR'^er Conmilssion woiilH be less than an annronriate

subject for an avante garde motion picture, but more than

an article in the New Republic . The condition of timeless-

ness —of the suspension of con temp or arv time frames of

reference— is as much the case in the federal Power ("om-

mlssion as in the hij^h fashion cinema: The Commission v;orks

todav in the framework provided bv the 1920 Federal Water

Power Act for fosterin? the rtro^-zth of hvdroelectrlc facili-

ties, as well as on contemnorarv problems of prlclnp natural

^as or electric power in interstate commerce. The confronta-

tion would lack direction and purpose, as well, because the

Federal Fa^-fer Commission does not make decisions in a fashion

so consistent or systematic that a strong bias for or against

efficiency can be detected. Some o<' the scenario would seem

aimless - a condition almost certain to guarantee cinematic

success. But the confrontation woiild he extremelv important

for the growth and efficiencv of the po^-'er and pas Industries

in the next few vears, so that it should take place outside

the cinema; In fact, it would be so serious that it would

probably have to be relegated not to the Political magazines

but to confidential working papers of the Bureau o<^ the Budget.

trotr-i rto





This review nroposes to simulate such a con front.it i nn

where the emphasis Is entire Iv on econonilc concents of e*^fl-

ciencv. Conclusions are reached on the efflclencv of the use

of resources in recent reeulatorv activities to do with

electric power and natural fas nroductlon or distribution. Even

if the CoiTiTnlssion Is erratic in its decisions, these conclusions

are linportant since thev are based on the latest Commission

decisions. In that case, anv 180 deforce reversal would have

iniplicatlons in direct contrast to those of the present

decisions. Altemativelv, a lack of findlnps on the thrust

of regulation in one of the Federal Power CoTmnlsslon indus-

tries suB;pests that the costs of regulation are a dead weight

efflclencv loss.

If such an exercise Is carried out here on Federal Fewer

Commission procedures, then the question remains as to what

exactly the pollcv implications should be from anv set of

findings. If the Commission is "inefficient" in an economic

sense, then it does not follow that it should be abolished

or even reformed. Full requirements for economic efflclencv

could not nossiblv be put into effect, since the Commission

was not brought into the world cast In such a mold nor was

it given a mandate to acouire what it had not inherited. But

there might be little oblection to proposing chanpes in Com-

mission procedures which add to economic efflclencv, as lonp as

these do not restrict the lecal rights and nreropatlves of

the parties to regulation.
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Efflciency in Regulation

The independent regulatory commission has a mandate from

Congress and the Federal courts to provide a complex set of

services to the industry with which it is concerned, and ulti-

mately to consumers of the final products of that industry.

The Commission could be found "efficient" in the technical

sense of the word, after an intensive investigation has

established that there is no likely alternative way of pro-

viding the given set of regulatory services at lender annual f {f
' ^A

expenditure of Federal funds. But this is a narrow definition

of efficiency, since the possibility exists that the Commission

is minimizing costs of promulgating an unwanted or unnecessary

set of rules.

The costs of the Commission are not total costs of regula-

tion. The Commission could show greatly reduced annual expenses

by instituting formal proceedings that shifted the costs to

those companies being regulated, or to the final consumers of the

regulated industry. The Commission could spend a great

deal less by carrying out the same activities at a slower rate.

In either case, the regulatory services would be maintained

but those contributing to costs would be the recipients, so that

the quality of government service would have greatly declined.

The total expenses for all parties Involved in regulatory

proceedings should be considered the "costs of regulation" in





a strictly defined time frame of reference. Then, the costs

of a given level of regulatory review can be assessed from

the point of view of the economy as a whole.

Whether there should be the given level of regulatory

activities is the central matter. Commissions in general

are organizations for limiting business decisions, or for

preventing the occurence of certain patterns of market '

behavior in particular industries. The Commission's service

is the nonoccurence of particular levels of price, or the r

absence of firms or of particular qualities of products. "

The benefits to society from nonoccurence can be measured in

terms of the difference between the total economic value

of goods and services under regulation and that

value when the prohibited patterns occur. There are all kinds

of measures of value, but the single measure allowing com-

parison with expenditures on the regulatory process Is

"willingness to pay" under conditions in which buyers can

be said to have requisite ability to pay. Finding this

in a particular case is difficult; but the approach of mea-

suring areas under properly defined demand curves is not

altogether unsuccessful in turning up an estimate of value

for policy analysis. The Commission is efficient if It is

providing services at least cost, and if the services shew

economic value or gains greater than these costs»
j





Even if th« estimates prove to be somewhat accurate, they

show that It is not enough for the Connnissioo to set limits

that have negligible costs of regulation, if these limits

inhibit the production of goods and services for which the

consumer is willing to pay. The Commission is answerable

for the quality of regulation as well as its costs.

As a start, the Commission can be viewed as an organi- f

zation that sets limits on maximum prices for an industry.

For political reasons, certain prices must not be allowed

- for example, when these prices are set by the monopolist

at levels far in excess of long term costs of production, with

the result that the firm makes "extraordinary profits". The

Commission sets price ceilings close to the long term unit

or average costs of production (measured in terms of "income

statement" definitions of costs).

Two objections imraediatelv come to mind. Thirst, costs

are the center of attention, in contrast with demands for

products or services. For example, demands may change because

of variations in the quality of the product or tastes of

consumers over time, but prices would not change unless

costs changed. Cost-based regulation could reduce both the

level of price and the quality of the product; then regulatory

benefits would be positive only if the volume of sales were

not reduced. Second, the standard for ceiling prices equal





to long term average production costs is not inviolate. Even

in the theory, there is a case for reducing the ceiling to long

term marginal costs, so that marginal value as measured by

price will equal marginal costs. But these are analytical

objections. In practice, there is no evidence that the

Federal Pov/er Commission has required the equality of average

prices and average costs. All that can be determined is that

the Commission attempts to move prices down closer to average

costs than would be the case without regulation.

Even when attention is centered on "tendencies" in

regulation, the services provided by the regulatory agency

can be assessed in terms of economic value to final consumers.

There are two sources of benefit, shown in Figure 1.

Price

Quantity /Unit Time
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The Coininisslon brings about price reductions, taking the market

average price from V^ to P2. With total market demands of all

consumers for this product shown by the curve D, the reduced

prices increase the quantity demanded to O2.

The first gain is on established purchases Q^. The buyers

are able to purchase the amount Qi previously demanded, but not;

at the Icwer price P2 , so that they gain the monetary equivalent

to (P]^-P2)Qi. This is the amount of money "A" that they would be

willing to pay over and above actual charges on Qj for the right

to continue to purchase Q-^. But this is not always a net economy-

wide gain, perhaps not even to all consumers of this product,

since it is at the expense of sellers experiencing a reduction

of income by the aane amount. Buyers that happen to be stock-

holders in selling companies would gain as much as they lose,

if they buy the same proportion of output as they hold in

producer's equity. Other buyers in the more likely cases of

non-proportional ownership gain more or less; to assess net

economy wide gains given these more general cases requires

judgment on the social value of the resulting income redistribu-

tion. Such judgments have to be made on the gains of those

buying this product or service against the losses of those recei-

ving less dividends. If a dollar of area "A" gained by the

purchaser is "worth" as much as two dollars of reduction in

producers' incomes under regulation, then there is net economic

value from this first effect of the orice change.





There is a second consumers' gain, shewn as area B, that is

not derived from producers' income reductions. This Is the total

dollar equivalent to what buyers would pay for additional purchases

(n2~Ql) » over and above actual payments P2^'^2~'^l^» rather than go

back to the unregulated price Pj^ and quantity Qj^. These gains,

termed ZAPAQ for successive small increments of price reduction

AP and resulting quantity increase AQ, are not charged against

producers' previous income on that output because it is all

additional income. But they are not to be realized unless

certain conditions are present. Flxst, prices have to be

greater than costs; if they are not then the benefits are less

by the total costs of additional output. A second qualifying

condition is as important: the EAPAQ measure is a good measure

of aggregate gains of consumers only if their distribution to

some and not to others is judged to be the best distribution.

Every dollar is taken to be of equal social value, no matter who

receives it - the steel company using gas or electricity for

production, or the poor widow-orohan using it for light and heat.

There are third- level reservations, as well. The price reduc-

tions might well be substantial, if the Regulatory Commission

moves vigorously against companies that have secure monopolies.

Not only will the denuoid be Increased but also there should

be substantial increases in demands of complementary products

and declines in demands for substitutes. These effects on other

-'-See D. M. Winch, "Consumers' Surplus and the Compensation

Principle", American Economic Review , vol. 55, pp. 395-423 (1965).
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products should be taken into account, but they are not when

attention is restricted to areas "A" and "B" under the demand

curve for the regulated product alone.

The critical question, hw^ever, is whether any such

measure of economic value or gain can actually be used by

the efficiency expert to make the case for the regulatory

status quo or alternatively for regulatory reform. In the

representative regulatory commission, the information produced

in the regulatory process is not for the purpose of making such

assessments and is not useful for doing so. This is true for

both costs and gains. The costs of Commission operations are

calculated in straightforward accounting fashion in the budget

and expenditure review departments of the Federal Covemment.
^^'

But no assessment is made of costs imposed on the regulated ;^' V
.-\ .>"

firms — the costs of defense or intervention in regulatory <-^-

proceedings— so that an important element of total costs of

regulation has to be estimated from information not shcvn by

the regulator. Estimates of benefits depend critically on

detailed information on market prices and quantities in the

./f

^Areas "A" and "B" do not reflect all consumers' gains be-

cause the shifts inwards or outwards of other demand functions

from the regulated price reduction generate similar areas under

other demand functions. There are likely to be negative or

positive "surpluses" in other markets. Also, the demand func-

tion D in Figure 1 will shift as a result of changes in prices

of those other goods; in the case of regulation-induced price

reductions, the feedback from other markets is likely to shift

the D curve inwards and to the left , so that EAPAQ is a maximum

estimator of gains here.
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absence as well as in the presence of regulation. Often there

is some information on market beha\d.or before and after regula-

tion of some form went into effect. A good part of this infor-

mation is worthless, because of lack of sufficient detail to dis-

tinguish increases in demand as the market grcn^s from changes

in quantity demanded (where the latter are AQ following from ,1

costs of the regulated companies is generally worthless. The y"

regulation-induced AP) . The information on the production
^ f ff f.

long term marginal costs of production are invariably joint i

costs for many outputs in the public utilitv industries, and ,c

involve capital outlays over long periods of time not easily xt'^

related to single-product production in one market period. In

general the calculations by the Commission or by producing firms

of the "rate base" —equal to undepreciated capital at original

or replacement cost— do not produce estimates of long term

marginal costs for a particular product, so that it is not

possible to tell whether regulated ceiling prices are belCT7

costs and thus are too low to produce measurable economic

benefits.

But an initial attempt to overcome these problems can be

made In the case of the Federal Fewer Commission. The costs

of regulation can be estimated from a first limited survey of

costs of defense in typical cases. The benefits are assessed

from the Commission's own public portrayal of its accomplishments.





The Costs of Regulation by the Federal Pcver Connnission

The Federal Power Contmission' s interests in corporate

behavior are broad, as are its powers to regulate the companies

producing or transporting natural gas and electricity. The

opportunities for investigating corporate activities are so

extensive that the only apparent limit on subject matter is the

resources granted by Congress and the Executive Office to carry

out inquiries; in 1968, the Commission investigated the

widely-publicized power failures in Massachusetts and Pennsyl-

vania and issued its opinions on their causes, while at the same

time investigating the possibility of reorganizing the transpor-

tation of natural gas from the Gulf of Mexico to form a single

"common carrier" system rather than a number of independently-

operated pipe lines. Between these as limiting cases, the Com-

mission's review into the accounting practices of the companies

in these industries offered further opportunities for intensive ^L^^

inquiry into day-to-day activities. But the regulatory process

for setting prices takes up the major part of Federal Fewer

Commission activities each year. The chronological development

of formal economic regulation begins with an application for

a Certificate of Necessity and Convenience by the company seeking

to enter some market for a product or a service. The certificate

application is examined in hearings in terms of "sufficiency" of

demand for the proposed service and of "capacity" of the comnany

to provide the service. After certification has been granted and

service has begun, then reviews of prices are undertaken —usually

in response to appeals of the company for prices which will add

K*
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to "too low" a rate of return of canital— 'irst bv a hearln<»s

examiner, then the Commission, and final Iv on annea] bv the

United States Courts. Limits on prices are set bv forecast l''' .,«
7 K

profits. The limit on allowed nrof itabilltv of the comnanv Is

set bv the Commission's estimate of the costs of the capital

needed to maintain the service demanded. Final Iv, there are

surveillance procedures for ascertaining that the nrice-proflt

ceilings eo into effect. All of these reviews require expen-

ditures on Commission, court, and companv personnel and sup-

porting resources.

The expenditures of the Commission varied from Sll to

more than $14 million in the 1964 to 1968 fiscal vears. Part

of this outlay was for services havinr market value and not

related to rentulation, he/ever. In particular, some were

incurred in manapinp resources on Federal lands, Indian lands,

or in providing maritime navigation within the iurisdictlon o^

Federal Po^^er facilities. These out lavs were accompanied bv

receipts of $3 to 5 million from char«?es for such services

rendered; if the charges covered "full costs", then thev can

be subtracted from total Commission expenditures to find the

costs of regulation. There were other receipts that cannot be

considered payment for services in this sense, but rather were

charges for licenses and certificates that shifted the costs

of regulation from the Commission to the regulated firms. Then

the regulatory outlavs incurred bv the Commission, or debited
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to firms by the Commission, were approximately $8.5 million on

average in any one of the last five fiscal years.

This was only on one side of the regulatory proceedings,

however. Most of the costs of regulation were paid by the pro-

ducers of gas and electricity or by the transportation companies

in these industries that were defendents in cases or proceedings.

There were roughly six classes of regulatory proceedings in

1967-1968 which required the services of industry experts, lawyers,

and corporate executives for extended periods of time. The cost

of these resources varied from case to case, but estimates can

be constructed of average costs for each type of proceeding which

are representative of most of the instances. These average costs

multiplied by the number of "orthodox" proceedings came to more

than $125 million in a representative fiscal year. This amount

might seem much larger than expected, but a category-by-category

review suggests that it is not unreasonable.

The Commission requires that the electric power companies

submit schedules of wholesale prices for review, and has carried

out a campaign for complete coverage of all sales in interstate

commerce since a 1964 Court decision affirming regulatory juris-

diction. •'• Approximately 2400 schedules are filed each year, with

'•Cf. the U. S. Federal Pender Commission 1964 Annual Report
,

pp. 85 and 165.
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supporting cost information. The Coniraissian , on receipt of the

filings, has processed virtually all of them; some of the filings

are then used as the basis for the AO to 50 "rate" or price

studies carried out each year, and subsequently for the 25 formal

"rate" cases brought before the entire Commission and appealed to

the courts. Each step of this procedure is costly. Discussions

and correspondence with a number of power companies has shewn

that, even if the filing of schedules involves no new rate or

costing decisions, they cost at least $100 of legal services and

cotiputer time to prepare. Thus the total costs of filings by the

companies can be conservatively estimated at $250,000. The rate

studies and formal cases are much more expensive. The Commission

staff carries out the studies informally, so that there are no

direct legal expenses; but requests for information in complete

and legal form are extensive and a number of power companies show

"charges related to filings" of more than $10,000^ which are

Incurred while providing such detailed information. With 44

Investigations each year, half of which are detailed studies

of "costs of service", the total indirect costs of this stage of

regulation must exceed $440,000 each year. Formal cases build

on these expenses, and then add to them. Correspondence with

the companies involved in the 30 "rate cases" pending before the

^Cf. the Form 1 Annual Reports for Electric Power Companies

(1968) under the accounts "regulatory expense" (353) and consul-

tants expense (355).
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Commisslon at the end of fiscal year 1968 indicates that those

involved in a full-scale rate review incur costs of close to

$200,000, while those litigating "terms" and "conditions"

put on prices or on service may have to undertake expenses

of close to $125,000. The cases are not finished in one

year —indeed, with the inventorv now at 30 and growing at

five per annum, the average case lifetime is close to four

years— and there are additional costs of delay and of greater

uncertainty as to future charges and costs of service. Then the

10 cases finished in a year must cost $1,750,000 when all costs

over the case lifetime are included. The total costs of regu-

lating electricity wholesale prices comes to an estimated

$2«44 million per year.

After prices have been set within the framework of regula-

tion, the day-to-day operations of electric companies take place

according to rules set once again by the Commission. Capital

equipment used in operations has to be that specified in "costs"

that determine rates. The PoiJer Commission has been conducting

field examinations of those capital expenditures actually made

by companies, to ascertain that they are the "original costs"

for providing the regulated services. More than 200 electric

utilities filed documentation of the identity of accounting

records on capital assets and the capital actually in use; more

than 350 companies filed studies of classification of original
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capital expenditures among types of service as x^ell. These

studies had value to the firm in their day-to-day operations

so that not all of the costs can be attributed to regulation

— for one, the companies learn where their equipment is. But

the resources devoted to these activities are clearly beyond

those found in cost surveillance in unregulated companies, and

they have not been justified by the companies as "cost effective"

in terms of lost and found equipment; a small sample of companies

shows that costs cannot have been less than $5,000 per annum in

each company undertaking these procedures in any one year.^

There were approximately AG documentation and 75 classification

reviews of present or proposed future facilities taking place

in any one of the last five fiscal years - the period over which

this particular review process has been conducted. A minimum

estimate of the resource costs of regulatory accounting proce-

dures must be $.58 million per annum, as a result.

Regulation of prices charged by oroducers for natural

gas sold to interstate pipelines has been in effect since the

Supreme Court decision of 1954 in Phillips Petroleum Company

V. Wisconsin (347 U. S. 672).

•'•A sample composed of thirty firms shewing $10,000 or

less of "Regulatory Expense" on Form L of the 1968 Annual

Report to the Federal Po<-7er Commission , but without a rate in-

vestigation or a formal rate case underway; some of these

reported costs (in private correspondence) from $2,000 to $10,000

on compliance procedures.
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But there has not been effective regulation, in the sense

of rules that impose limits on prices. The problem from that

time to the present has been "how to do it" - how to set ceiling

prices based on individual company costs, when the gas comes

from wells jointly owned by a number of producers each with

different costs, or from different wells in the same markets

but with different exploration and production costs. Faced

with highly complex solutions to the problem, the Commission has

moved away from prices based on company costs to area price I

ceilings set in reference to country-wide average costs of

exploration and development. Provisional prices were set for

"new" and "old" contract volumes in 2A areas in 1960, Area

rate proceedings have been underway in many of these areas

since then. The Supreme Court in the Permian Basin Area Rate

Case (390 U.S. 747) affirmed the legality of this price-

setting method last year, so that regional price ceilings will

be set on the basis of average development costs in the country

at large, and (for "old" gas) on the basis of local production

costs.

The gas producing company with newly discovered and developed

reserves then has to go through a relatively new but highly for-

mal procedure. This begins with obtaining a Certificate of Neces-

sity to put the gas into the pipeline soon after a sales contract

has been signed. The applications for Certificates nw* make up

an inventory of approximately 2,000 pending cases per annum, of

'f^
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which 1,200 are completed in the initial year and most of the

rest in the second year. They have become more complex over

time, with detailed reviews of contract prices as part of the

assessment of "necessity and convenience". That is, since the

certificate price can only be reviewed when increased under the

present interpretation of the Natural Gas Act, this is the

only point at which an initial review takes place. Thus those

filings to the Commission include a showing that certificate

prices are "in line" with those in the field rej^ion. The costs

of administering and preparing them are substantial. At an earlier

time, when they were primarily engineering studies, they seem

to have cost from $6,250 to $12,500 each but now they must cost

at lesist the larger of these two amounts. ^ The total costs of

administration each year are $25.0 million when the full Inven-

tory of cases is dealt with.

There are other, more substantial costs to the gas producers

In obtaining a Certificate. These filings and Commission reviews

take time - and the time spent holds up the production process,

since reserves have to be secured and developed before certi-

fication, while production can only take place after the review

is complete. This delay adds greatly to the expenses of producers

The earlier estimates are in R. W. Gervlg, "Natural Gas
Production: A Study of the Costs of Regulation", The Journal
of Law and Economics (October 1962), page 86.
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since they are necessarily holding lifetime inventories which are

ready for sale at that precise time. In the early 1960's, these

expenses came to as much as C . 17 per thousand cubic feet for

every month of delay, and were the reason for a 3.5 per cent

price premium attached to regulated interstate sales over and

above unregulated wlthin-state sales. The delay at that time

was more than five months, and the costs were a little more

than 1 per cent per month at that critical early point in con-

tract operations; if anything, the delay at the present time

is slightly longer— the probable time length now is six months,

with certificates processed more or less uniformly from one to

eighteen months after application— and the costs per month

cannot be any lower. Then the 18 trillion cubic feet of new

n ,

gas certified each year have cost C^-E cj^qi [1-
^

m] more

as a result of regulatory delay, where c± is the present value

of unit costs of gas quantities q^ in "n" individual contracts,

and "r" is the monthly percentage costs of the delay period

of length "d". Given other regulatory procedures, c^ has to

equal initial base prices set by the Commission for field areas;

these prices average close to $.17 per thousand cubic feet

2
(m, c. f. ). The volume of new reserves q. dedicated under new

^As documented by R. W. Genrlg, ©p. cit. page 86-88.

2
If it is assumed that contracts were for reserves from new

fields discovered in 1967 and 1968. More than 60% of the new fields
were in Texas, 10% in Louisiana, and the remaining in other states;
weighting the F.P.C. ceiling prices by these percentages results in
the $.17 average.
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contracts has varied from year to vear, but has been close

to 18 trillion cubic feet in the last three years (an amount

that has a present value as in inventory of 7,0 trillion cubic

feet). With delay costs "r" of one per cent per month for six

months "d", the first regulatory procedure typically cost a

total of $70.0 million in any one of the most recent years.

The most important function of regulation in natural

gas fields is to set the producers' prices on sales to natural

gas pipelines. This has been accomplished by setting "area

rates" to apply as ceiling prices on all gas in an arbitrarily

defined but large geographical region, and then by carrying

out detailed reviews each vear of 6,000 or so rate schedules

to ascertain conformance of the individual companies to the

area rates. The Commission has used or required producers to

use far more resources in this pursuit of the maximum price

than might reasonably be expected.

The "area rate" proceedings have been massive and prolonged.

The first and only complete case began in December 1960 with

hearings on prices set by 351 companies under 705 dockets cover-

ing gas in the Permian Basin of West Texas. Testimony and

submissions were completed early in 1964 and were followed by

a Commission decision in August 1965 setting a maximum price

of 16.5c per m. c. f. on "new" gas-well gas (floi^ing for the

first time after January 1961) and 14. 5c per m. c. f. on "all

other" gas (first produced before 1961). The Supreme Court
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affirmed this decision in May 1968 and the Commission then

began the last round of putting these ceilings in effect in

place of the "interim" or "in line" prices which held at

16c on new gas and llc on old gas. The work of a decade

on a single set of area rates has not yet been completed.

Four more area rate cases have been initiated and are mov-

ing along to the decision stage - albeit on a faster schedule,

given that much of the necessary documentation of costs and

production has been collected for the Permian Basin proceedings.

The approach in each instance has been the same, and has cen-

tered on finding the long term national average costs on

exploration, development, and production which can then be

adjusted for special conditions in the area of immediate

concern. Economic and engineering research measures have

been brought to bear on historical experience in drilling

or production, to find the impossible: the separable costs

of gas rather than oil exploration, for undiscovered reserves.

The opinions that have resulted have been put into testimony

by groups of more than 300 companies, or by most of the major

50 pipelines, or by the Commission staff, and then judged by

the hearings examiners, the full Commission, and the courts

of the United States.

The costs of these proceedings are very extensive. Most

of the Fewer Commission's own expenses on gas regulation in the

last few years have been incurred for staff devoted to preparing
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brlefs and testimony on area rates, and the producers have

undertaken extremely thorough and expensive investigations

of drilling and production expenditures throughout the country.

They have retained more than 50 law firms, more than a dozen

economic and engineering consulting companies to produce and

deliver testimony before the Commission on prices set no

lower than the estimates of costs from these expenditure data.

Their costs over all of these area proceedings have never been

calculated; but the examiner in the Permian Basin proceedings

found that the total costs of regulation were ,14c per m. c. f .
,

and uncontested industry testimony in the Texas Gulf Coast Area

proceedings showed that these producer costs come to. 15c per

m. c. f, 1 These average fixed costs of regulation include the

costs of certification and of rate schedule review, as well as

those in the area rate proceedings, so that they are too large

to be an accurate estimate of the private expenses of the rate

proceedings. But they are not far out of line because the

respondants to the proceedings had long-established production

contracts for the most part —so that certificate expenses were

low— and also because most rate schedule proceedings were sm<?-

pended and replaced by the area rate reviews. The area reviews

Cf. Area Rate Proceeding , et. al. (Permian Basin) Docket
number AR 61-1, 34 FPC 159 (1965) at 197; and the testimony
of S. F. Shervin, Exhibit number 42-J (SFS-1) , Schedule 17

in the Area Rate Proceedings Docket numbers AR 64-1 and AR 64-2,
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applled on approximately 75 per cent of the 18 trillion cubic

feet of producer sales in each of the last few years, so that

total producer expenditures on the area rate reviews must have

been close to (.0015) (. 75) (IC; an^)or i:;)^, 3 million.

Since area rates have not been set to anply on all inter-

state gas sales, producing companies still file some individual

rate schedules for review. Also, a nuiii)er of cases have been

filed as exceptions to the Commission-set maximum field prices,

for reasons having to do with exceptional production costs

incurred as part of joint oil and gas production expenditures,

or with specific terms of the sales contracts, or with the

conditions of state taxation or regulation. These cases

have not been dealt with in a systematic manner, because of

the necessity first to set maximum area prices and to have

this procedure affinned by the courts. Consequently, only

500 cases have been disposed of each year, while more than

1,500 new applications for rate Increases have been filed in the

same year. The stock or inventory of cases very obviously has

been growing.

At the same time these individual rate reviews have become

more complex because of interest in detailed accounting for

gas well development expenditures. The arguments for a pre-

mium on area prices to pay for more directional drilling for
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;>as in deeper producing? replons require extensive dncTiment atl on

bv analysts from the economics and enfjineerinp nrofesslons. The

docuinentatlon preatlv inflates the costs of nakinp an indivi-

dual rate n resent at ion. The full scale reviews of nrices where

there !\re not area rates cost a quarter of a mi Hi on do]]ars

while "area exceptions" cost at least $10,000 the vear in which

the case is made. Minimum total costs for the 500 cases dealt

with have been $5 million each vear, t»lven that the full scale

reviews have been deferred In favor of the area rate nroceedlncs

and their possible exceptions.

The lonj? distance nattiral eas pipeline comnanles resemble the

electric utilities much more than do the pas nroducinp companies.

The market structure is similar. The Interstate plnelines have

been constructed to such a scale that some of them have reelonal

monopolies over the supplv of natural sas to retail ^as utilltv

companies, while others face the posslbllltv of substitute sales

by two or three indenendent pipeline sources of suppIv to cltv

retail pas networks. The conditions of repulation are close to

those for interstate sales of electrlcitv. The pipelines obtain

Certificates of Necessity and Convenience for rl(?hts-of-wav to

construct both their Catherine lines In the pas fields and

their dlstrlbutlnp lines to retail pas utilltv comnanies,

Thev file applications for price Increases that shrx-r "fair

return on fair value" of investment expenditures on their trans-

in the cases cited In volume 34 of the Federal Pr^Jer Commission

Reports (1965).
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portation equipment, or that fully compensate them for expen-

ditures on gas purchased In the field.

The Certificate applications, and the subsequent hearings

and findings of the Commission, are much more detailed than the

gas producer applications. The Commission seeks to determine

whether the demands of retail gas utilities are sufficient

to require full capacity operation of the proposed pipeline, and

if there are sufficient reserves under long-term field purchase

contracts to satisfy these demands. Documentation is found in

a collection of field purchase contracts and wholesale sales

contracts with long lifetimes - longer lifetimes than commercial

conditions would warrent in the absence of this certification

procedure, since the point of interest is in showing full use

of the proposed facility for its lifetime , rather than profi-

table operation on the optimal planning horizon given the ex-

tent of uncertainty in this industry. Direct and indirect

expenses of preparing and signing these contracts are exten-

sive. They include costs of geological, legal, and economic

expertise in preparing and filing the application, and the

costs of preparing and delivering expert witness testimony

before the Commission in hearings; some of these costs

would be incurred in estimating that gas reserves were there

and were deliverable, and some would be necessary' for confirm-

ing the conditions of sale to retailers, but those from making

certain that there was 12 to 20 years supply and demand must be
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credited to the regulation. With approximately 400 applica-

tions in Federal Power Commission inventory in the last fiscal

year, the total additional cost of regulation to the companies

must have been a considerable amount.

The gas pipeline price increase or "rate filing*" are

certainly as extensive as the Certificate proceedings. Most

involve percentage increases of all prices and some a revisicxi

of the structure of prices as well. The preparation of materials

justifying the percentage increase cannot be done in a straight-

forward fashion. There have to be detailed company presenta-

tions of their estimates of production costs for proposed future

throughput, along with studies of economic conditions in capital

markets likely to provide funds for future investment. The

analyses are j;udgmental and consequently extremely detailed and

lengthy. Different financial and economic experts each des-

cribe their own judgments on future production and capital mar-

ket conditions, leaving it to the examiner and Commission to

choose the one that is going to be correct; the bases for

choice obviously include the logic of the witness and the

soundness of his statistical method but ultimately the Com-

mission's own choice is judgmental. The more subjective the

material, the longer and more detailed the proceedings, and the

greater the expense of regulation. Legal charges alone have

appeared to cost more than $25,000 per full rate filing, so

that the 1,500 cases now in "inventory" must have cost the regu-

lated companies millions of dollars this last year.
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The sum total of the private costs of regulation for the gas

pipelines was $2.5 million in this last vear. Both changes

in Commission procedures and in Is^ryers' and economists* charges

can change the total; also, a slight change in the mix towards

niore complex cases in the range of filings made in a year

could revise it upwards by a large amount. But these are

not likely events, given that the Commission has worked out

highly formal procedures for findinp costs and that it enter-

tains differences of views onlv in narrcx7 topics of cost allo-

cation or in rate of return levels. The 1968 cases were quite

orthodox, and they cost the defendants about what can be expected.

Then there are substantial costs to the defendant in each

of the Federal Power Commission's procedures. A first, but

indicative, review of available indicators shows that they mav

total to ^126 million, with more than ^120 million as a result

of certification and rate reviews in natural gas production.

Along with the $8.5 million spent by the Commiss-fon itself,

the total is $134, 3 million for the economy-wide costs of Fed-

eral Pw^er Commission regulation In a single vear.

The Benefits From Regulation by the Federal Pother Commission

The five Federal Power Commissioners are in a position not

Compiled from "regulatory expense" and consultants'
charges shown by each of the interstate pipeline companies
in the Federal Power Commission Form 2 Reports for 1968.





only to call forth significant resource*;, both from the Crmpress

and the industrv beinp repulated, but also thev have preat lati-

tude in the use of these resources. The standards for settlnp

maximuin prices are so peneral, piven the mandates of Congress

and the courts, that orice or rate levels could be changed 25

per cent without chanalnp anv of the text of Commission decisions,

Changes in emphasis on nortions of statuton' lanpuape can lead

to sijmificant chanees in re^ulatorv nrocedures and reviews.

Given such discretion, what has been the behavior of the Com-

mission? With a well-established or(»anization and neremptorv

power to demand resources, what has been decided bv the Commis-

sioners, and what have been the e^'fects of the decisions on the

public welfare?

There are any number of wavs of describing such results.

The customarv approach is to describe the lepal materials

themselves - to review the cases, centering attention on

changes in emnhasis bv the Commissioners in interpreting the

statute and the previous cases. An alternative annroach is

to assess directly the effects of vears of decisions on the final

users of the regulatory services, no matter what the decisions

themselves "say". Such a social accounting Is attemnted here,

In terms of the benefits to consumers from reductions in nrices

attributable to the re^ulatorv commission, because this is the

onlv wav to measure the value of the resotirces used in the re-

pulatorv process.





The CoTimilssion itself attempts to show the social value of

regulation in the Federal Power Commission Annual Report . The

1968 Report announced that during the last fiscal vear "reductions

in wholesale rate of electric power moving in interstate com-

merce and subject to the Commission's jurisdiction amounted to

$8.6 million, the largest total for a slnple year in the Commis-

sion's history. . . .While tnanv rate filings were submitted by

the utilities on their own initiative, nearly 70 per cent of

the total dollars of rate decreases were the result of Commission

action, . ." (The federal Poiver Cornmission Annual Report. 1968 .

page 19), These are meant to be the estimated gains from regu-

lation in electric pc^/er.

There were much greater gains expected from imposing ceiling

prices on field supplies of natural gas. "Area field prices",

set tentatively at the initiation of the Permian Basin Area Rate

Case , were lower than the current prices on sales of new

reserves in 1960. The difference beD^^een ceiling and transac-

tions prices on all volumes of gas produced in that region was

supposed to be the total benefit to the consumer from regulation.

The "In lin"^" prices proposed bv the Commission for sales of

reserves at the wellhead In the South Louisiana area, the

Hogoton-j^adarko area in Kansas, the Texas Panhandle, and the

Texas Gulf area, were Icn-zer than new contract prices there as well,

and the resulting total "savings" in nurchase costs o*" pipeline

buyers were consumer benefits attributed to regulation. The

Commission's (Implicit) assessment of the benefits from these





newly established prices is in the 1964 Annual Report as $434

million, the amount collected bv the nroducinp comoanies sub-

ject to refund if the "in line" prices are found to be the

2
lepal maximum prices after the rej^ulatorv review is complete.

The Federal Power Commission also saw benefits from reduced

gas consumer prices as a result of gas nipeline rate investiga-

tions. The Commission stated that, "Of ten major proposals

to increase [pipeline] rates by a total of $63.4 million annu-

ally. . .One proposal, involving $2.68 million annual Iv was re-

jected and two involving $95,400 annual Iv were accepted without

suspension, , ." ( The Federal Fewer Commission Annual Report for

Fiscal Year 1968
. page 59). Another $12 million of rate increases

was withdrawn by the companies In the face of Commission opposi-

tion, and there were $13.9 million in rate reductions required

of the pipelines after Federal Power Commission rate reduction

proceedings. The Commission actions In the gas pipeline indus-

try resulted in $28 million of rate reductions which, under

a very broad interpretation of the statements in the 1968

Annual Report , became "consumer benefits".

page 140,

2
Recent rulings requiring pipelines to pass through lower

area rates to the consumer should lead to pipeline cost savings

becoming consumer price reductions.
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Such an accounting is more tolerant than econoTnic analvsls a]loi>"?.

The rate reductions accrue to some consumers as increases of

real income, but other consumers in their roles as stockholders

of pas and electricitv companies exnerience income losses ^rom

price, profit, and subsentient divident reductions. The income

Rains of the first eroup and the losses of the second cancel

out, at least on that part of total consumption consistent with

the hif^her price level, if the income distribution a^ter the

rate reduction is as acceptable as the distribution before the

reduction. Tliis transfer of income is shoi-rn as the area "A"

equal to (P2^-P2)02^ in Fipure 1, first as a nositive change in

income for the consumer and second as nenative pro'^its for

the producers that are consumers here and elsewhere in the

economy. -'^ Onlv the consumption generated bv the reduction in

price can result in net oains to both "rouns, pl^Ten that the

area "B" under the demand function enual to TAVh.0 is not an

2
income loss of the producers and is a pain of the consumers.

There is no a priori reason to favor the consumer's
income over that of stockholders, because there is no theorv
establishing the general equity of such redistribution. In

fact, thore is no theorv implvinp that such redistribution
makes income more equal; rather this is an empirical matter.

I'here are more basic technical assumptions, all of

which implv that all of th« affactn Cfltl be described bv
movements along this demand curve and do not come from
shifts of this or other curves.





But even this need not be the case - the area XAPAO has to be

net of costs of supplying the additional consumption. All that

can be said is that under verv particular conditions, the con-

sumption pains ZAPAO are not matched by income losses of nro-

ducers (other consumers) because thev occur only on additional

consumption generated by price reductions.

Not only economic analysis but also conditions in pas and

electricity markets may not allow so tolerant an intemretation

of the results from regulation. Rome rate reductions might

have taken place in the absence of rate regulation, as part

of the profit-making behavior of monopolists experiencing cost

reductions. After all, monopolists are expected to reduce

prices when scale effects are predominant, or factor costs de-

cline as a result of technical progress, or when there is sub-

stantial entry of other comnanies on geographical or product

fringes of markets long held on an exclusive basis. All these

expectations are present in these two industries. There is

some evidence on the existence of large scale economies in

systems, and of forecast cost reductions from advanced nuclear

reactors in electricity. Both Industries ^ace incursions by

the other —they are not jointly controlled, as a rule— and

by coal and oil in industrial markets for energy. The comnany

may be more than willing to credit vigorous regulation by the

Commission, and reduce rates for reasons of nrofit.
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Consider gome of the announced reductions in v/holesale

electric power rates. The Federal Power Commission shewed

$8.9 million of reduction in the 1967-1968 fiscal vear, but

claimed that only 70 per cent of this amount resulted from

regulatory Commission initiative, so that their calculations

of benefits from regulation show $6,2 million in a single

year. This is a first and potentiallv Interesting indication

of the size of the nrice reduction on all established sales

(equal to (P2^-P2)Oi or area "A" in Figure 1). Rut two additional

steps have to be taken to make it useful for assessing economy-

wide gains. First, these gains of consumers have to be

measured against the income losses of those receiving dividends

from the electricity generating companies. Son* deelstions

have to be made on units of measurement. Here, It is assumed

that the income transfer has no net effect if those receiving

are in the same tax bracket as those pivinp - that the present

tax work expresses the social choice on how best to distribute

income. Second, an actual crude calculation of net pains on

area "A" has to be undertaken.

The amended calculation proceeds bv groups of consumers.

Those consumers that are Industrial or commercial enterprises

and that benefit from the nrice reductions surely gain no more

in general than the producers lose. Their stockholders pain

the dividends that the electricltv comnanv stockholders lose

and —unless these particular Individuals are "poorer" than the

class of equitv holders as a whole— there is no net advantage,

It is not possible to tell exact Iv hc^J much "poorer" thev are.
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or what nroporclon of the $6,2 rnllUon accrues to them; hut

assuming that they are of the same Income class as all stock-

holders and that thev purchase thp same nronortlon as in

total national electricity sales, then there is no net caln from

the income transfer on 55 per cent of the dollar rate reductions.

The consumers in contrast mav pain more than the o',mers of

the electrlcltv companies lose. The governments of this coun-

trv tax consume'-s on income received In monev vraoes and salaries

at some rate marrinallv in excess of the "ederal rate, but thev

do not tax income received in the form of nrice redtictlons on

consumption poods. Tlien the implicit rate o*" social income

preference for price reductions is verv hiph. The pre^'erence

for dividend reductions, as revealed b" tax treatment of these

incomes. Is also very hlph; dividends are taxed at the cornor-

2
ate rate of 50 per cent before thev are received, and then a

second time at the applicable nersonal Income tax rate. Then

reducing dividend Incomes of <5lectrlcltv companv stockholders

In a typical year In the late 1960's, commercial and Indus-
trial sales accounted for 55 per cent of total revenues from
ultimate or final service each vear. Cf. F.P.C. Statistics of

Electric Utilities,

such as depletion or depreciation allowances. These exceptions
of course reduce the real rate below the formal 50 ner cent rate.





by $1.00 transfers ( .50+t) ($1.00) of "sociallv annroved" Incoine

to consumers. With the average tax rate "t" on dividend receivers'

own nersonal incomes equal to ^0 ner cent, then the trans^'er to

consumers results in pains of 70c on the dollar. The amended

estimate of net fains on the 43 ner cent of direct consumer

sales in the $6.2 million in area "A" is $1.7 million.

Further economic pains are those in new constimers' surplus

EAP'AQ for unit chanpes in price P and subsequent quantity in-

creases (shown as area "B" in '^'Ipure 1). As an initial maxi-

mum estimate of net sains —without accounting for the possibilitv

of prices less than costs— the area (AP«A0)/2 is used for

the regulation-induced price reduction AP and for the resulting

increase AQ in quantity demanded. We must estimate AP and AO.

The first can be fotind In percentage terms. The Commission tells

us that reductions in the two most Important cases were 5 ner

cent and 9 per cent of total receipts, so that the average of

(AP)(Q)/(PQ) can be assumed to be 7 per cent. Demand elasticity In the

most detailed and revealinc research shcR^7s estimates from -.2

in the high income Northeast states to -.7 in the Southern states

for home consumption and to greater than -1.0 In ten large using

The average income of all stockholders Is estimated to be

$108,000 per vear. This estimate is from weighting Incomes shown

in 1967 Statistics of Income (Individual i^eturns) bv the amount
of dividends received. Cf. U.S. Department of the Treasurv
Statistics of Income 196 7. The average aggregate tax rate on

this Income, given personal deductions al lo(>;ed in a four person
family, cannot exceed 40 ner cent. Then the implied rate of

taxation on $1.00 of pre-tax dividend income of an electric
generating company is 50 per cent on corporate tax and 20 per
cent on personal tax (or 40 per cent on the remaining after-
corporate-tax 50 per cent).





elasticity is -1.2, Usinp this last estimate as an average

for all (industrial and home) users, the first indicator o*" net

benefits from this nart o^ Federal Power Commission regulation

must be (AP)(AQ)/2 - (,08)(6,2)/2 or $260,000.3

The total annual benefits in "A" and "B" should last at

least five years, and it mav well be ten vears be 'ore technology

wrought changes in market structure and demand conditions

vitiate these particular events in rejjulatorv historv. Then

the present value of these Comitiission actions is eoual to the

present value of ten vears of price reduction (discounted con-

secutively at 15 per cent ner annum) , an amount that comes to

$10.8 million.^

Demand for Electricity in the United States (North Holland, 1962),

pp. A2,50, 135. These are averages over states and industries,
roughly in accordance with the amount of electricitv consumed.

2
P. W. MacAvoy, Economic Strategy for Developing Nuclear

Breeder Reactors (M.I.T. Press, 1969!), Appendix C, "Documentation
of Forecasts". ^The elasticity is for price of electricitv ef-
fects on the demand for generating capacity, and this is a long
run elasticity.

The calculation procedure is straightforward, piere are
three pieces of information: (a), (AP) (n)=-(6 .2) (10^)

; (b)
,

(AP)Q/PQ--.07; and (c) , PAQ=-1.2Q&P assuming that the elastlcltv
of final demand Is -1.2. From (b) and (c) , -PAO/PO=-.084 or

Q-AO/.084. Substituting this expression for in (a) , then
(AP)(AO)— (6.2)(10^)(.084) and 1/2 of this amount constitutes
a first estimate of consumers' surplus.

The fifteen per cent discount rate is somewhat high, but
deliberately so. There are two reasons: this is a realistic
estimate of the rate of return in the private sector on resources
dra^^m off for the regulators process, and this accounts for the

possibility of very high decay rates in court decisions when the
economy changes rapidly.





This amount must be the maxlTnuin conceivable estiinate

of net benefits. The price reductions required bv anv one

Commission order are usuallv small, and the costs of litigation

not so small, so that the temntation of the companv is to con-

cede the Commission-sponsored reduction even when it takes some

rates below costs. This is seen in the most recent formal case

review of an electric power ccmnanv's rate schedule before the

Commission: the Northern States Power Companv (in Docket E-7140)

conceded $254,468 of rate reductions based on 1963 schedules

after an extensive cost analysis bv the company showed "cost of

service" of $4,653 million and a parallel analvsls bv the Com-

mission staff shewed "costs" of $3,486 million. There were no

standards by which the difference could be resolved, since thev

"reflect differences in cost assignment and allocation pro-

cedures" (34 FPC 883, at 884). Without substantive Procedures,

the company could onlv assess its chances of winning in Court

In a random process but after extensive additional costs of

lltipatlon. It chose to concede "without preludlce to its

contentions" and the T^ederal Power Commission found this "an

acceptable compromise of contested Issues involving numerous

judgmental factors" (Ibid.). The choice was between two repula-

tory changes, those in litigation and those in price reduction,

whichever was less, but without regard to whether the second

Involved rates below production costs. The clear Posslbilltv
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exists that these reductions took rates helw; nroductlon costs,

with consequent loss of consumers' sumltis.

There are two inore reasons whv this is a inaxiTTiuin estimate

of the pains from electricity rate regulation. First, some

part of the "Commission-induced" reductions would have occurred

anvway. One comnanv president said, in response to requests

for estimates of the private costs of regulation, "in the earlv

1960's the Federal Power Commission for the ^'irst time asserted

jurisdiction over the sales by electric utilltv companies to

local distribution svstems, . . . Although the Commission's

Jurisdiction had been defined bv statute in 1935, the Commission

under Chairmen Swldler and \Jhlte greatly extended the concent

of what constituted an interstate sale. In most states these

wholesale rates had been re,)»ulated bv the state commissions for

many years. . , , Manv state commlsslwis still assert dunllcate

jurisdiction over such sales. . .
."^ With duplicate regulation,

some rate reductions were occurring as a result of the activities

of state commissions.

Last of all, quite plausible conditions in electrlcltv mar-

kets implylne lower benefits could hold rather than those assumed

above. The percentage nrice reduction, and the elasticity of

consumers' demand with respect to that reduction, could well be

Private correspondance Initiated by the author.





much lrn.;er than the estimates used here. In fact, nrlce reduc-

tions below five ner cent, with a value of the elastlcltv

of -.2 (as found bv Kavsen and Fisher for horpe consumers In hlph

income states) make the estimated consumers' sumlus "B" from

regulation so close to zero that It mlpht as well not be consi-

dered at all. A reasonablv cautious view of benefits restricts

the estimated amount to that for area "A", for national averape

conditions "approving" the transfer of income, and this amounts

to only $9.4 million from one vear's regulation.

The Federal Poorer Commission's suspension of natural pas

field prices in the area rate cases is not enouph of an "act of

regulation" to show economic benefits. Since the area rate

cases are still being decided, repulatorv effects have not been

realized. But timinf? alone is not the only reason for imper-

ceptible results - repulatorv ,Tains are not polnp to be realized

in the future in anv straightforward wav. Forecasts of effects

over th« proposed life-time of area rates are near to imnosslb]e, \

because of extremely complex and contradictorv patterns of pains

by some and losses by others.

The proposed area rates freeze nrices at the level attained

on the larger "packages" of field reserves in the early I960's.

Those prices "cleared the market" given the cost and demand con-

ditions of that time. Now the conditions are not the same -

population and income increases, changes in tastes in favor of

cleaner fuels have increased demands bv substantial magnitudes.
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The question is whether there will be additional sunrilv forth-

cominp to satisfv the preater denands for new contract reserves.

The answer is to the noint: with effective conipetition in

field markets,^ the irnposition of 1960 price ceilings can onlv

guarantee that the rjuantitv supnlled will reflect 1960 condi- -^^^

tions. Then 1970 "increased demand" and 1960 sunnly conditions

must irnplv excess demand.

Excess demand in all circumstances reduces some consumers' bene-

fits « those of consumers havinp to do without some nart of

the service that thev demand. The lower prices peneratinp the

excess demands provide fras for established consumers at lower

prices, so that others benefit. But the loi'/er prices also ben

reduce incomes of those receivinf dividends from the pas pro-

duclnp companies. The pains have to be comnared with the

losses.

These pains and losses are illustrated in Fieure 2, for

a regional market containing uncontracted reserves of pas.

The demand for additional reserves of pas to serve new indus-

trial and home consumers Is shown as the curve D, with addi-

tional reserves soupht bv nlpellnes at lower prices per

thousand cubic feet. The sunnlv of these reserves --fotmd

researched topics in Industrial economics in the last few vears;

cf. review and citations in E. Kltch, "Repulation of the Field

Market for Natural Cas" , The Journal of 1.3^-7 and Economics
,

October. 1969.
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in exploration for gas and oil, and develoned bv additional

drilling: bevond the exploratorv well—is shewn bv the curve

marked SS, The market clears at price P cents ner thousand

cubic feet and quantity Q trillion cubic feet; but the

Commission sets area rates that averare onlv P' so that the

quantity demanded is O" while the quantity sunnlied is O',

Then the smallest possible loss to excluded consumers is the

shaded area in the dlapram, since this is the graphical re-

presentation of the net amount over costs that the (unsatisfied)

consumers would pav to receive more outnut than 0'. The great-

est possible loss is the whole area between the two curves D

and D' above the supply curve; this would occur if some consumers

are excluded outright and all of the demands of other consumers

are met - an instance in which pipeline extensions to certain

locations are sirrply not allowed because "reserves are insufficient'

Either of the loss estimates have to be balanced against the

potential pains to those receivinrr all they want. Those pains

are part of the income transfer shown as the area (P-P')Q*; but

they are only part because some of the transfer is to other

industries besides the pas producing industry, and some is to

consumers with "socially-less-desirable" incomes. We shall

attempt to estimate this residual eain, as well as the losses

from excess demand.





Fleure 2

Price

r,as reserves

The losses of unsatisfied gas consumers must have been sub-

stantial in recent years. Many of them have not been aware of

their own circumstances, because the nioelines have been pro-

viding gas now for new customers that thev will hardlv be able

to serve in the future. Also, the estimates of losses are likelv

to be very crude and subject to wide variance so that there mav

be differences of opinion on their magnitude; but even first

indications should average to substantial "foregone income" from

having to go to second-best energv sources.

Here the losses are assessed by first findine the macnitude

of excess demand (0"-n'), then estimating the area under the
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demand function D between and , and last substractine out

the area under the suoplv curve SS between 0' and Q", This pro-

cedure leaves the shaded area in Figure 2 as a residual. So as

not to exaggerate the losses, this residual is made as small as

seems reasonable.

Excess demand AQ or (Q"-Q') depends on the amount of new

reserves needed to renlace production on existing sales, and on

the amount needed to meet commitments to new buvers. The

Federal Power Commission operates on the rule-of-thumb that

reserves on the initiation of delivery to a final buver are suf-

ficient when the pipeline can continue that rate for twentv

years; that is, estimates of demands for reserves are based "on

the assumption that each new market commitment is backed bv a

twentv vear suoply."! To make the rule-of-thumb commitment on

new sales, new reserves should be found and developed enual to

twenty times the increase in production from vear-to-vear; these

amounts are shown in column (3) of Table 1. To maintain commit-

ments on old sales, the same rule would apply; thenin this category,

pas producers should bring forth on average an amount of new

^Federal Power Commission, A Staff Report on National Gas Supply
and Demand (Bureau of Natural Gas, Washington, D. C. , Sentember 1969)

p. 18.





Table 1: Estimates of Supnlv and Demand for Reserves in the

United States

(1)
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took, place before regulation, this would seem to require new

reserves of 13.6 trillion cubic feet each vear (the amount of

1962 sales, as shown in column 4 of Table l).^ The two cotrmit-

ments together have required more reserves than those found

on newly developed average (shown in column 1) , at a minimum

by an amount of 7 trillion cubic feet per vear in the period

1962-1967.3

The area under the demand function over the range of excess

demand can be approxlnated if estimates are available of the

amount of excess demand (7 trillion cubic feet) , and the amount

4f production on old contracts equals X, an amount that is

5 percent of committed reserves R in every case, then new reserves

to maintain the rule-of-thumb should be AR=.05R=X.

^But only if two conditions hold. First, there would have had

to have been no excess holdings of reserves In earlier years.

This would seem to have been the case, since the reserve-to-pro-

duction ratio was close to 18/1 and prices on new contracts were

rising in the late I950's and early 1960's. Second, there should

have been continued demands of established buyers at the regulated

prices (plus transport charges). This may well not have been the

case; some p^rt of delt\f rles were being made at prices belcw the

regulated prices, and increases to the "new pas" rate level mieht

well have caused these demands to vanish. As a conservative

estimate, approximately 7.5 of the 13.6 trillion cubic feet con-

sumed bv established buyers is considered to be replaceable bv

an equal volume of new reserves, since this amount covers the

major part of consumption demand and onlv a minor T>art of indus-

trial demand.

^The average difference between (a) reserves in column 2 and

(b) "commitments" in column 3 plus 7.8 trillion cubic feet of

column 4, was -6,9 trillion cubic feet per vear. This is the

"reasonablv lo^-j" estimate of excess demand (0"-0') used here.





of "cleared" demand (on average, annroxlmately 2] trillion cubic

feet of new reserves In most of the last ^ew vears). Also,

there has to be an estimate available of the elasticitv of

demand for additional reserves. ^ In fact, there are nanv demand

studies of final users of gas, the most complete and analvtlc-

ally convincinr, beinp those of Pietro Balestra. His studies

of incremental demands of home consTimers nrovide an indica-

tion of the demands for new reserves to be n reduced for more

home consumption; the-*' shew an elasticitv of -1.3 in the last

year of the study (1962). 3 Demands of industrial users,

accounting for almost 50 per cent of the total volume of

production at the present time, have not been analvzed In a

dynamic model; but studies of Indtistrlal buvers at different

locations with varving pas prices show elasticities in consumn-

tion exceeding -1.5.^

The area under the demand curve between Q' and 0", and above
the existing regulated price P' , is approximated by APAQ/2. Here
Aq = Q"-Q' and Ap«PAQ/QeD ^^^^ ®p equal to the elasticity of demand
for new reserves. Then APAQ/2*P' (AQ)2 /20."ej)

2p^ Balestra The Demand For National Gas in the United States
Amsterdam, the North Holland Publishing Company (1967).

3op. cit, , section A. 3. 7., pp. 95-99.

^cf. the Federal Power Commission's econometric model, as in
Testimony of J. Harvey Edmonston , Federal Power Commission Docket
ARbl-i!, "South Louisiana Area Rate Proceeding." The model contained
in this testimony has been severely criticized because of a feedback
system from demand to supply that always "clears the market" at the
demand-determined price. But the Industrial demand sub-system has
not been open to such criticism; indeed, it is used here because it
is the same as many other studies of industry demand for gas.





The weighted averaj>e of hone and industrial elasticities is close

to -1.28^; then the gross loss of consumers' siimlus APAO/2 fron

excess demand Is estimated at (AP) (AO) /2 = p'(AO)2/2e 0" - $115.8

mi 1 1 i on

.

The net loss is equal to this imnuted loss on sales to con-

sumers not receiving service, minus the cost of the additional

service. These costs are shown as the area under the sunnly curve

over the same ran(»e of excess demand of 7 trillion cubic feet. To

make calculation of this area, all that are needed, in addition

to the estimates above, are the elastlcitv of the supnlv function

e and the market clearing quantitv at the unregulated nrice.
s

To find the elastlcitv of surnlv, we turn again to the F.P.C.

econometric model of gas nrices. There we find that reserves

{r =2.5+,257V.f} where Y is the nttmber of discovery wells and f

is footage drilled; removinf the defective feedback from produc-

tion (demand) to reserves (sunnlv) in Y results in a direct

2 *
price-supply relationshln with an elastlcitv close to +.244.'

iThe weighted average also follows from an as3un<^-d sero elastic-
ity on 10 per cent of demand classified neither as "household" or
"industrial".

?:f. The testimony of P. H. Cootner in rebuttal of J. Harvey
Edmonston, Docket AR61-2, "South Louisiana Area Rate Proceeding".
Professor Cootner recalculates the equation after removing this

feedback condition, and the recalculation is used here.

3ln shortened form Y = ctP^ , where a is a series of variables
unrelated to price, and R = 3.5+. 257 (c(P^).f. Then eg-PiR/R^P «

6(.257afP )/R = 3(R-3.5) /R.In this case, taking r = Q' = 21(10^2)
R

and p= .293 (from P. H. Cootner, op. cit .) results in e = +.244.





To find Q, we note that the change in P to bring forth supply

is equal to the change P required to reduce demand to the mar-

ket clearing level, and solve AP = Q-Q ' , 1_ » Q"-Q _1

Q e Q" e

The estimated market clearing quantity Q is close to 22 trillion

cubic feet per year in a "typical" year in the late 1960's— an

amount very close to the amount found under regulation. Then

the area under the supply curve is close to $99.1 million and

the losses to consumers from excess demand are $115.8 - $99.1

million or $16.7 million per year. No one kncws hew long such

losses will continue to be part of the regulatory process for

setting gas field prices. At one extreme, they could continue

for the lifetime of an area rate schedule set this year, so

that total loss could be the present discounted loss of ten years

reoccurance of $16.7 million, or $84 million. At the other ex-

treme, 1970 could be the last year of excess demand because the

Commission will move rapidly to raise rate ceilings in the pend-

ing cases and to revise upwards those in the Permian Basin

decision, so that total losses are limited to five years (1966-

1970) or $66.8 million worth. The rate reviews have clearly

taken five years, so that the costs of litigation in "one year's

regulation" have been repeated five times over; for comparability

^This area is found by solving APAQ/2 - P' (n"-0') /2Q"e

with the values in the text, given that AP = P'(Q"-Q)/Q"e

and AQ - Q" - Q'.
*
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of costs of regulation in one year to benefits from regulation

from that one year's activities, the negative benefits or losses

of some consumers are limited to from $17 million to $13.4 million.

Other consumers have been able to obtain the amounts of gas

they demanded, and they have gained from the price reductions

imposed by the Federal Power Commision. Their benefits are not

likely to be equal to the amounts new collected by the producers

"subject to refund" after the area rate proceedings are complete,

because these amounts imply much lower ceiling prices than those

likely to be put into effect. In fact, the ceilint; prices set

in the Permian Basin area rate proceeding were equal to those

on non-regulated transactions in the early 1960's; as Commiss-

ioner O'Connor stated in his separate opinion in that proceeding:

"From the record in this proceeding, for the period with which we

are concerned, the overwhelming volumes of gas well gas are sold

under new contracts at the weighted average price of 16.5 cents

(the area rate)2. As a result, most "refundable collections" en

Permian Basin production will not be refunded and similar findings

on the ceiling rates elsewhere will have similar results.

^The difference between this calculation and those for benefits
from electricity regulation is that the area rate cases are not com-
plete, while all those analyzed for benefits from electricity regu-
lation were complete. The assumption is made here that the area
rate reviews will be complete after five years, and benefits are B/5.

2 Are a Rate Proceeding No AR61-1, 34FPC159, at 265. Similar
findings apply to 'old" gas production.
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The gains have been made on Contracts signed for production

of reserves after 1965. Excess demand for these reserves was

a result of prices, perhaps, two to three cents too lew at the

margin — the shaded area of losses in Figure 2 followed from

the ceiling rate P' being held constant while increased demands

would have cleared at a market price P some two cents higher.

The difference (P-P') on the completed sales Q' is the maximum

amount of gains for "satisfied" consumers.

The consumer's gains here are the producers' losses. Since

the case can be made for net gains only on sales to home consumers

at the reduced price P' , they are limited to that part of total

new reserve sales made in interstate commerce for resale to home

consumers. 1 In each of the last few years, approximately 18.3

trillion cubic feet of new reserves were dedicated to interstate

pipelines under the rate ceilings, and perhaps 25% of the amounts

were for final delivery to home consumers. 2 Then the gains were

limited to two cents per thousand cubic feet on A. 575 trillion

cubic feet, or $64 million each year, ^

iThe argument here is the same as for income transfers from

lower electricity prices: all industrial producers or consumers
are in the same income class, but home consumers are in a lower

income class; the value of transfer to the lower income class is

shown by the marginal tax treatment of a dollar there rather than

to the gas company's dividend recipients,

?cf the Annual Report of the Federal Pcwer Commission , statis-
tics on gas reserves and sales for resale to home consumers in the

1966, 1967, 1968 issues.

^fiiS in the case of income transfers from reduced electricity
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There is substantial basis for believing that these gains will

be realized in the near future, when area rate proceedings are

completed; at least the market in the last four years has indi-

cated this by the queue for new reserves. Future gains of this

magnitude can be expected, hcwever, for no more than five years

since additional rate reviews are likely to result in smaller

price reductions in face of the pressures from excess demand.

The total gains for established consumers have present value,

then, of approximately $64 million. 1

The net benefits to consumers as a proup could then equal

the gains of the advantaged of $64 million minus the losses of

the deprived of $13 to 17 million. At least such an estimate is

plausible, if not convincing. Gains could be more than this, if

price reductions spread to interstate sales as a result of attempts

to sell more in non-gerulated markets. Costs could be much greater

if some consumers are required to go without gas entirely (so that

the entire area between demand curves D and D' is lost) ; this

might increase total losses to as much as $44 million each year

if there is a five year period assumed for the lifetime

prices, it is assumed that consumers gain (50+t) dollars
for every dollar at reduced dividend income, and that t=.20
marginal reduced tax rate on the recipient. Then this $64 million
is 70 per cent of gross gains.

iThis calculation assumes that it will take five years of

regulatory expenditure to attain five years of gains of $64

million per annum. Both gains and costs occur over roughly the

same time period— although the gains occur mostly at a later date.
As a first approximation then, costs for one year of regulation
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of present ceilings, or to $63 million each year If a ten year

lifetime. These other possibilities show that our estimate is

only a beginning indicator of gains from price controls, and that

they are biased tcward larger gains than those most likely realized,

The Commission's proceedings concerned with the rates set by

the Interstate gas pipelines had measurable benefits. The amounts

may well have been smaller than those associated with either reg-

ulation as applied to electric power prices or as applied to gas

field prices, but they are more likely to have been reflective

of real savings. The Federal Power Commissiondisallcwed $2.69

million of new price increases proposed during the last year as

well as $12,0 million of previously-proposed increases.^ They

were responsible in some part for $13,9 million of rate reduc-

tions the last year and $50,9 million the year before, "which

were, in large part, flcwthrough of supplier refunds and rate

reductions. "2 The most flattering view of all this activity

would credit these reductions entirely to the Commission—nnn«i

of them would have taken place in the absence of rate reviews

j

even though there might have been circumstances in which it was

profitable for the firms to pass on cost reductions in price

times five equal total regulatory expense, and one years
benefits of $6A million times five equal total benefits. For

convenience, neither costs nor benefits are given in total value
terns here but rather in terms of one year's results,

^cf. the Federal Power Coimnlssion Annual Report (Fiscal Year

1968) p. 59.

2op, cit. , p. 60,
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reductions. But even given such a view, credit can be taken in

pipeline regulation only for the first two sets of reductions

since the third already has been attributed to field price reg-

ulation; and this credit is for reductions of 10% under unregulated

prices at the most, so that the net gains from more consumption

APAQ/2 have equaled $1.88 million. The accompanying gains from

distributing stockholders' income to consumers were limited by

the ;»n?.ll consumer participation in final demand;with 25 per cent

of final demand coming from home consumers and 70 per cent of that

equal to the indirect income gains from redistribution to "poor"

Consumers from "rich" stockholders, the net benefits in one year

are estimated at $2,57 million. At most, ten years of gains of

these magnitudes may follow from one year's regulation, so that

the present value of the year's activities in setting rates for

natural gas pipeline companies is close to $22.3 million.

A Review of Costs and Benefits, And an Economic View of

Commission Reform

The impression gained from the Federal Power Commission's

activities and the responses of companies in the electric power

^Thls calculation proceeds in exactly the same fashion as those
for finding consumers' surplus from electricity rate reductions.
Given that (A?) (Q) = $14.69 million, AP/P = 10 per cent, and the
elasticity of demand is -1,28 as shewn by the econometric demand
relations for gas described above, then APAO/2 = (. lOP) (-1.28QAP/P)
» (.10)(-1.28AP.O) = $1.88 million.
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and natural gas indiistries is one of vigorous and ineticulous

enforcement of regulation. All that activity cost at least $134

million during a typical year in the late 1960's. The expendi-

tures were made to protect the consumer, and undoubtedly some

consumers gained while other consumers and most of the stock-

holders lost; but ignoring the unevenness of the effects, the

net gains to consumers from Commission initiated price reductions

are much less than the costs. As shewn in Table 2, the benefits

can be added up to roughly $80 to $85 million — but no more than

that, even when accounting for all reasonable future gains from

this one year's set of decisions. The Commission seems to in-

itiate the use of resources each year which cost 60 per cent

more than the dollar value of benefits from their use.

The more detailed accounting for benefits and costs

points out the areas of Commission activity most out of balance.

The commission's activities in the pricing of electric power re-

quired $3 million of litigation expenses, some of which has ex-

tremely burdensome to the companies becaose no working rules

resulted; nevertheless, the present value of future rate reduc-

tions seems to have been more than $7 million greater in one

year than these costs, ^ This was not the case for natural gas

^This is not to deny that the costs of some procedures in

power regulation are greater than benefits from those particular
procedures. Correspondence with the power companies on their

costs of regulation pointed to certification and rate filing pro-

cedures which duplicated the work of state commissions completely
with zero benefits.
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Table 2: Accoxmtlng For Costs and Benefits

Federal Power Commission Activity Estimated Costs

(millions of

dollars)

Estimated Benefits

(millions of
dollars)

1. Electricity price regulation

2. Accounting reviews for
compliance of electricity
companies to regulation

2.4

0.6

Total Electricity
3.0 9.4 to 10.8

3, Certification of gas pro-
ducer sales 25.0

4. Regulatory delay in gas

producer sales

5. Area rate proceedings in

gas producer sales

6. Producer rate review

70.0

20.3

5.0

7. "excess demand" effects of

producer price ceilings

Total gas producer sales

-13.4 to -17.0

64.0

Gas pipeline certification
and rate review 2.5 22.3

9. Direct Expenditures of the
Cormnission 8.5

Grand Total 1353 ^8.7 to S3.>
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field price regulation. The procedures have been burdensone

in every case, beginning with certification of spot sales of

new reserves costing more than $25 million each year and

continuing with the rate proceedings themselves which cost

another $25 million. The indirect expenses of the companies,

from delays in production Imposed by certification and review,

must have exceeded $70 million each year. Altogether, the

costs exceed the benefits — themselves reduced by losses of

consumers with regulation-induced excess demands — by more

than $70 million. In comparison, the results from pipeline

regulation are prosaic. For no more than $2.5 million of

annual outlay on certification and rate review, the Commiss-

ion has made contributions to consumer rate reductions modestly es

estimated to be worth more than $22.3 million.

The Federal Power Commission must make its cwn calculations,

if only to provide a check against the use of simulation with

public records as attempted here. If they do, or if the same is

attempted by Congress and the Executive, they surely will see the

effects from the Imbalance of regulatory activities towards gas
)

field price regulation. The scale of these activities is ten

times greater than those in the "orthodox" public utilities; that

alone should raise questions as to whether the bureaucracy either

in or engendered by field price regulation has not grown too fast

and too large. But the ultimate question is whether the commission
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and the rest of the Government can see in the intalance of

benefits and costs a lesson in economic reform. Those activities,

particularly certification, which make the direct and indirect

expenses of producer regulation so great could be curtailed. The

case for certification lies in the need to curtail the use of

the power of eminent domain, as practiced by a transportation

company, and it is not made here; rather, the case is for a

highly individual form of price and quantity review on the

signing of a sales contract by a (regulated) producer with a

(regulated) pipeline buyer. This is a case that is exceptionally

weak, because both buyer and seller go through periodic price

and quantity reviews and these reviews can be revised by

Commission rulemaking and court reviews to take over the functions

of certification proceedings in a more aggregative and less costly

procedure.

The field price (rate)proceedings themselves ought to now be

the central subject for economic reform. An "input-output"

analysis of the crudest sort shows the unsatisfactory state of

affairs here. Even the Commission's own review should point out

that they are using more than $25 million of resources each year

to do no more than redistribute income. Many other agencies,

Including the local governments searching for the windfall gains

in energy raw materials production, can do this much better be-

cause they do not use these litigation resources in the process.
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Moreover, they do not add to the maldistribution of resources,

by having some buyers go without gas in order to increase the

incomes of others. But this puts the alternative to the Com-

mission: regulation of field prices by automatically certify-

ing all competitive transacticms , so that other agencies then

can move on to redistributing income. The means are available

for doing so via Commission interpretation of the Supreme

Court's mandate for producer regulation; as elucidated by

Commissioner 0' Cwinor in the Permian Basin Case, "a market

price has been established which provides a reasonable measure

of the rate necessary to elicit siipply... There is no substantial

difference between market and costs in the Permian. Either

method is presently permissable for purposes of area ratemaking.

The Federal Power Commission has the power to reduce its own scale

of activities by centering its research on the competitiveness of

markets and then approving all competitive market orices. The

costs of regulation would be reduced to a size comparable to those

in electric power and gas pipeline regulaticn. Then the policy

decision has to do with the wisdom and courage required of an

agency to reduce itself to one fifth present scale.

•^Commissioner O'Connor, op.dt, p 265.
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